
 

Technology has democratized the markets by making critical information available to anyone 
with an internet connection. There is so much information available at our fingertips now that 
one of the biggest challenges a trader has is to sort through the noise and find what matters 
most right NOW. 
 
You need to have a systematic way find your edge, filter for opportunities to implement your 
edge, manage more trades… and still spend time developing new edges. 
 
Even in the arena of “trading systems”, there are so many systems being promoted that you can 
become overwhelmed just learning what they are all about. 
 
So what we will look at now is a way to set yourself up for success in the field of trading 
systems. We will do that by looking at seven steps for success with systems trading. 
 
Before you can research, build, or trade a system — you need to know how to analyze a 
system’s performance, and how to determine if the past results are statistically reliable. 
 
Whether you trade equities, futures, forex, options, discretionary, rule-based, or automated… 
the principles discussed in the “Seven Steps of Systems Success” will help you improve your 
trading. 
 

Seven Steps to Systems Success 
Most platforms that allow you to back test and trading systems have extensive reporting 
capabilities to analyze performance. In these reports the software developers have included 
seemingly every possible statistical metric they could find. Reading these line by line quickly 
becomes information overload and may leave the systems developer with more questions than 
answers. 

So we have narrowed down the seven fundamental factors to consider when analyzing a trading 
strategy. We have placed these in the order that we feel is most important. 



 

 

 

The First Step to Systems Success is Risk 

Risk. This is the first and most important metric for a systems trader to track and improve. When 
learning about a system or strategy, most people first ask about the returns. 

Imagine you had one program that generated 21% per year on average and second was doing 
35%. For some, the analysis is over because they just want higher returns. But what if that 
second program had draw downs of 12% and the first had draw downs of just 3%? 

At the beginning, when your account is small, the focus is on generating returns. In the real 
world, traders want to add size. This can be accomplished by reinvesting profits and raising 
money. But if the draw downs are large on a percentage basis, then it will be much harder to 
add size or leverage. 

Taking our two examples: The first program with modest returns and a very low draw down 
could be leveraged 4x to reach the same drawn down level as the more volatile strategy. But it 
would also then have double the total return. 

This is why Risk is the first item we look at on the Seven Steps to Systems Success. It is the key 
to adding size and leverage to our number two focus—Returns—which is what we’ll talk about 
next. 



 

The Second Step to Systems Success 
So Risk is the first and most important aspect of a trading system. We discussed how limiting 
risk can create higher absolute returns because of reinvestment, raising capital, and using 
leverage. 

Now we can talk about our second focus: Returns. There are three types of returns that we 
need to understand. First is the back tested returns. An automated system should generate 
back tested returns. These returns should cover different market conditions and include enough 
data points to be relevant. 

The second type of returns to track in automated systems is simulated returns. These are 
accumulated in real time over the course of weeks or months to compare and contrast the back 
tested returns. If the simulation is significantly different (better or worse), then we may need to 
head back to the drawing board. 

The third (and most important) type of returns are actual returns. These can be different than 
simulated returns because of liquidity assumptions and changing market conditions. There must 
always be a plan to turn the system off when a certain draw down level is reached that exceeds 
historic norms in back tested and simulated trading. 

There is one important pit fall that systems developers should consider. Back tested returns 
should not be dependent on a certain market condition (a sustained multi-year bull market, for 
example) or only work because one trade out of 200 generated most of the returns. These type 
of conditions do not lead to a statistically relevant system moving forward. Testing your strategy 
on different historic market conditions is important to know if you can expect your Risk & Return 
assumptions to carry forward into the future. 

The Third Step to Systems Success 
So we have now covered Risk and Return as the first two things we look at when building a 
system. The third thing we want to review is called Expectancy. 

The idea behind expectancy is to focus on the big picture and long-term results of your system 
— and not just the next trade. Insurance companies and casinos base their entire enterprise 
around this idea—and so can you. 

The formula for expectancy is: 

Expectancy = (Probability of Win x Average Win) – (Probability of Loss x Average Loss) 

For example, if you had a system that averaged $500 winners and $100 losses and your 
win-loss ratio is 30:70 then your expectancy is: 
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(30% x $500  = $150) – (70% x -$100 = -$70) = $80 positive expectancy. 

Expectancy is not what you should expect to make on the next trade. In fact, very few trades will 
actually fall right on the expectancy level. Rather, it is what you should expect to see on average 
over the course of hundreds, even thousands of trades. 

If your historical expectancy is not lining up with your forward test or live average trade results, 
then you know your system is not performing in line with history. This could be a factor of 
changing market conditions or that your information was not statistically robust (we’ll talk about 
that in the future). 

We like to know our expectancy ahead of time using back tests; then we monitor simulation 
accounts for a few weeks. Ultimately we want to see the same results in the real world. This 
careful monitoring helps us build confidence and add size to strategies that have proven to be 
statistically relevant. 

Step Four of Systems Success: Volatility 
Volatility is often a reference to the market itself or to options prices on a market. But the 
volatility we are talking about right now is the Your Volatility. That means the volatility of your 
P/L.  

Almost without exception, when you take less risk you will have less volatility. Cash has 
essentially zero volatility (except conversion rates and inflation). Certificates of Deposit pay 
interest with the volatility that is the same as cash. Bonds can pay more but you will notice a 
fluctuation in value of the price of the bond along the way.  

As you move up the chain of reward, you begin to experience and expect higher levels of 
volatility. With actively managed trading strategies, you can experience extreme levels of 
volatility.  

The goal of the systems trader is to effectively balance return and volatility. The term we use is 
Risk-Adjusted Returns.  

At this point it may sound like we are repeating the Risk topic. But looking at the Volatility of 
returns has one distinct difference. That is because we want to know both the upside and 
downside volatility.  

Downside Volatility is easy to understand. Those are drawdowns and losses. But upside 
Volatility might be a new concept for you.  

Imagine two sets of returns. One makes 160% in about 2 years. The second also makes 160% 
over the same time. Both had a maximum drawdown of 20%. But one had a large majority of its 
profits in just a handful of trades at the beginning, while the second had more steady returns 
throughout the period.  



 

Here’s a picture of how these systems play out. The start and end is the same, the drawdown is 
the same, but the paths are very different. 

 

 

So, the question is which is better and more reliable?  

With all of the complex ways that traders evaluate such things, I’ve found a simple visual 
exercise to be about the most practical and effective.  

You see, if our goal is consistency, then we want to be able to jump onto these returns at any 
point and have the best experience. If you jump on to the blue line around trade 3, then you will 
make a lot less than being in the orange series.  

So, the visual representation is to simply draw a line from the beginning to the end. What we’re 
looking for is the returns that deviate the least.  

This straight line represents the ideal scenario of zero volatility. The returns that hug this line are 
the returns with the least volatility. Pretty cool right? No need for complex calculations here. 
Now, if you want to get into some math, you can look at least squares and linear regression. But 
rest assured, your success in trading does not depend on knowing these formulas. However, 
you will do well to hold on to the concept of aiming for smooth returns rather than simply large 
returns. 



 

 

 

 

The Fifth Step to Systems Success: Frequency 
Our fifth of seven steps for building, testing, and following a system is to understand the 
frequency of the system. Higher frequency increases profit potential, but it also reduces 
reliability. 

The two primary downsides of higher frequency are 1) transaction costs and 2) execution 
assumptions. In back testing you can assume buying every bid and selling every offer. But this 
just doesn’t happen in the real world. But to assume paying every spread may be too 
conservative. Experience and live forward testing are the only ways to know how well your 
assumptions match up with reality. 

The two primary benefits of higher frequency are 1) profit potential and 2) day trading. Profit 
potential increases because you can accumulate your expectancy more often and reinvest the 
gains. If the frequency is high enough to generate several round turns per day, then you may 
have the ability to go flat at the end of each day. This allows you to eliminate gap risk which 
helps control draw downs in the strategy. 



 

When using lower frequency (average holds of 10 to 50 days for example), then transaction 
costs and execution assumptions have less impact on the final results. Your potential 
profitability will decrease and you have overnight gap risk, but the reliability of future 
performance greatly increases. 

Duration: The Sixth Step to Systems Success 
Number six in our seven steps is Duration. 

Duration represents the expected length of time in winning trades, losing trades, and all trades. 
Almost without exception we find that trend- and momentum-oriented signals have a shorter 
duration for losing signals and a longer duration for winning signals. The reverse is true for 
mean-reversion trades. 

Knowing your expected duration is important so that you can bementally and psychologically 
prepared for what will take place in your system. If you constantly want to lock in gains on trend 
signals, then you may very well miss the big winning trades that provide the positive expectancy 
in your system. 

When the market is chopping around, you may get irritated by the number of losing trades that 
pile up in a short period of time. But if they are small and in line with historic results, then turning 
off the system may set you up to miss the trade that catches the next trend. 

The following is a simulated trend-strategy performance report. Trades one through twelve were 
essentially sideways, followed by four winning trades. What this report doesn’t show us is the 
duration of each trade. The report simply adds the winners and subtracts the losers without 
accounting for time. 

 

The average winning trade in this example was 241 days. And the average losing trade was 57 
days. With 52% accuracy, that means you are spending far more time in winning trades than 



 

losing trades, even though this chart makes it appear that you spend about half of the time in 
losing trades. 

Next we will discuss the final step in systems success: Accuracy. 

The Final Step for Systems Success: Accuracy 
Accuracy is simply defined as the percentage of trades that end profitably. It is the final of our 
seven steps to systems success. To phrase it better, accuracy is the last thing we look at in 
building a system. Accuracy—almost without fail—is the first question asked about a system. 
However, it has the least impact on the success of a system. 

Here’s a quiz. Which of the following performance charts has higher accuracy? 

#1 

  

#2 



 

 

Even though strategy #2 looks the smoothest; this trend-following signal only had 39% 
accuracy. The first chart (a mean-reversion signal) had 71% accuracy, but much larger 
drawdown. The key to the success of the second system is found back in the first steps to 
systems success that we discussed: Risk and Return. 

Most trend-following strategies have a lower accuracy percentage compared to mean-reversion 
signals. Some great trend strategies with high returns and low drawdown can have accuracy 
rates as low as 20%. And some mean-reversion signals can have accuracy rates near 90% but 
have very uncomfortable drawdowns as shown in our example. 

If accuracy isn’t a key to systems success, then why is it in the Seven Steps? Two reasons. 

1) It helps a lot with psychology as you experience multiple small losses in trend strategies and 
as a way to not get overconfident with five straight winning trades in a mean-reversion system. 

2) Comparing the accuracy of two trend systems helps identify which one may be more 
dependable. A trend strategy that is 39% accurate may be of greater interest than a similar 
version with 24% accuracy. 

___ 

So these are the Seven Steps to Systems Success. It’s a good idea to print this out and scan 
through them from time to time as it will remind you to consider the various aspects of your 
system development and execution. 

 

Andrew Falde 


